Foveal cone detection statistics in color-normals and dichromats.
We measured for six male observers, the psychometric functions for the detection of two simultaneously presented points of light. The test stimuli were two 1 min point sources separated by 17 min arc, and pulsed for 0.5 msec. The stimuli varied in wavelength from 500 to 620 nm. The psychometric functions were fit with a model that assumes ideal detection and the following properties: (1) Poisson-distributed quantal absorptions; (2) binomial sampling of foveal long-wavelength-sensitive (LWS) and middle-wavelength-sensitive (MWS) cones; (3) independent responses of the LWS and MWS cones; and (4) the Smith-Pokorny fundamentals for cone spectral sensitivities. Based on chi 2 fits to the psychometric functions for detecting neither, one or both of the two-point stimuli presented, estimates were derived for the minimum quantal catch by a single cone for detection (C), the number of effective cones illuminated by a point stimulus at threshold (N) and the proportion of central foveal cones of the LWS type (PL). Three observers were color-normal, two were protanopes and one was a deuteranope. A second deuteranope was included in the design but his data were too unreliable for an unambiguous solution. The estimated quantal requirement C was consistently near 5(4-6), and the effective number of illuminated cones always was 1 or 2. The plausible range of PL (98% confidence interval) for the color-normal observers was 0.48-0.68 (observer YY), 0.76-0.90 (observer MW) and 0.77-0.95 (observer DF). The best fitting PL solution for these observers were 0.61, 0.82 and 0.88, respectively. These were comparable to the values obtained from flicker photometric data. The best PL value for each of the protanopes was 0.00 and for the deuteranope the best PL value was 0.98.